Re-imagining DA
Discovery

Early Innovation

15 x Discovery workshops with 73 attendees

BRIT

Over 700 workshop contributions noted so far
Brit have a
good
system for
binders

Brit's
dedicated
team help

There is
prestige
for CH's

Lloyd's give
the advantage
because of
reach

get rid of
annual
activity

Health
of CH

multi
year
policy?

CH
annoyed at
Bordereau

Use existinf
data to RAG
status the CH's
for renewals

Claims
cycle is
shocking

Risk of
overplaying
data point -

Match up
policies
written with
claims
incurred

Why doesn't
LLoyd's do
this once a
year

seperate
legal
contract
from UW

The data
already
exists

ability to
own your
own book

single
source
of truth

Compare
CH against
each other

6 x SME interviews taken place so far with

"Multiple Managing Agents Undertaking
"Lack Of Technology At Lloyd's
"There are many diﬀerent methods of
Similar Due Diligence Tasks; Signiﬁcant
To Co-Ordinate Better"
transacting business. It would be much
Duplication Of Work. Its Ineﬃcient"
Coverholder
simpler if all market systems were
"No Central Location
Underwriter
aligned."
For All Documents"
Managing Agent
Coverholder
"Should be a centralised
"Lloyd's have a tendency when developing new
communication path to Coverholders
systems to include enhancements that are
when there are market changes"
useful to them but not to the market."
Managing Agent
Managing Agent
"There are far too many diﬀerent
platforms (Atlas, BARS, SATS) that
"Lack of e-trade options and
don't talk to each other"
electronic processes to
"When reporting standards change,
Broker
replace manual signatures"
"Lack Of Visibility Of Premium
communication as to who and why
Coverholder
And Claims Processing"
the change applies is poor"
Coverholder
Broker
"There is no centralised platform that
"Lloyd's Compliance Is At Times
holds everything I need in one place"
Cumbersome, Repetitive & Ineﬃcient"
"Old fashioned systems. Lots
Broker
Coverholder
of re-keying data"
Broker
"Parent Company Applying Own Standards/Clauses That Contradict
"Compliance Expense Load
The Lloyd's Clauses. As Part Of Joining The Lloyd's Market, Syndicates
Makes It Diﬃcult To Compete"
Should Accept A Level Of Restriction On This Activity"
Coverholder
Coverholder

Problem Statements

Annual Renewal

income
restrictions

contract
certainty is
sometimes
diﬃcult on
renewals

Coverholder often
asked for annual
compliance
information if the
renewal date does
not match annual
compliance date.

Lack of
managing agent
standardisation
with due
diligence

This process
can be
made much
more simple

this creates
a lack of
continuity

Why no
evergreen
contracts?

Coverholders
ability to tick PI
cover tab without
certiﬁcate review

Doesn't
beneﬁt
brokers or
clients!

The current 12 month contract term impacts CH's ability to plan beyond the current
year - ultimately lowering their conﬁdence in Lloyd's DA as the right market for them to
join and remain using

Renewals (and
new business)
more challenging
since everyone is
working from
home

helpful at
times but too
involved to get
impact Lloyds
is seeking

Annual
contracts
always come
down to the
wire

why
every
year?

Mad dash
to renew!
Aﬀects all
parties

Annual
compliance/licensi
ng/Audit recs on
AIMS stuck
awaiting Lloyd's
approval

lack of long
term
commitment
(usually 90 dya
NOC)

An ongoing
renewal
process like
the USA would
be best

No true multiyear,
continuous
until cancelled
option

lack of
Longer term
agreement
periods

Process is too
long, never
done early,
last minute is a
problem

income limits
seem
counterintuitive
when rates are
trending up

always
rushed and
last minute

Binders are complex and time consuming to complete, either from scratch or
at annual renewal

Conducting all renewal activities for a contact at a ﬁxed point in time creates tension,
anxiety and frustration across the involved parties, and is time consuming and costly to
complete.

The process of agreeing capacity is too restrictive, making it harder for MA's to engage
on new propositions once capacity has been set

The renewal process suﬀers from lack of access to the right information, in a consistent
manner at the right point in time. Information is held in disconnected silos, often in
varying formats and levels of completeness
Who should do what and when within a renewal is unclear

Renewal
processes have
to be materially
improved and
streamlined

annual
renewal
slow / poor

Imagine a world with no paper or binders
What are the things you would want?

Use info to make
risk assessment of
CHs and
designate
levels/frequency
of assessment

Let syndicates
execute business
plan without the
peripheral items.

I want to be
able to create
a slip just by
underwriting
Should be able to
see that CH is
checked and good
to go, and do the
underwriting

Approach
capacity/funding
as a Trading
Platform type
model

A joined up
means of being to
view information
and easily connect
premium to policy
to claims etc.

Combine
compliance activities
with Lloyd's audit
activity - why make
the Lead MA's do
this? What's the
beneﬁt?

Ability to
workﬂow and
e-sign/stamp
slips

Intuitive
"app"
experience

What are the things you would want?

What are the things that you need?

Data
Separate out the activities
that can place outside of
underwriting review. Do
the compliance type
activities at diﬀerent times,
ongoing, automated?

Join the dots
E2E (e.g. tie
Premium to
Claims)

A single source
of truth that
can be relied
upon

Standardised
formats,
easily
accessible

Access to
data in
real time
End2End Beneﬁts to
U/w &
Claims

Slips should be
recorded in a
structured data
fashion to allow
searching,
querying

Data quality
checks that
don't hold
up access

Data QA checks
as data inputted
to control
quality and
standardisation

Identify CH
underline
policy
wording

Access and
analyse the
data of all CHs
whenever
needed.

Needs to support all
sizes and types of
stakeholder tech
ability. Minimum
data standards, ease
of access, multiformat info access.

"activity
stream"

Map out where
the claims come
from, and what
cause them

Exposure on
CAT events
as they
happen

Risk modelling via GIS
mapping and scenario
modelling capability
achieved by being able
to access data pool that
joins premium data to
policy to claims.

Collab seeing
all detail/data
Binder site - Lead
able to do the
majority of work,
follow can then
follow and see
status

Use to drive
Stakeholder
activity via
workﬂow

Data quality
could be a
rating factor

The right data
standards mandate only what
is actually needed to
drive decision
making in the
market?

Put on map
where claims
are and what
is causing
them

We need more
data on
underlying
policy
wordings

What are the things that you need?

Centralised
live data
system,
instead of BDX

Centralised
depository

Link
risks to
claims

Positioned as a
Lloyd's market level
info pool, means
CHs are not tying to
speciﬁc MAs when
moving to real time
info ﬂow.

Centralised
repository
with
workﬂow

Want to be able to
acess the info via
laptop, website,
access to info,
docs, who's in and
out etc.

IPad might be
useful for brokers
- phone is not
practical - only for
notiﬁcation
Opp for Brokers
to assist with info
ﬂow on the input
side for smaller
participants?

Workﬂow would
be useful. Would
be good to see
what happens
when it leaves the
underwriters

Has to be a better way of
workﬂowing the whole
process, there being
transparency and here
being a one version of the
truth / centralised
repository - at any tme can
see the status of your
contracts.

Access to data
in real time, in
a usable
manner.

Standardising info ﬂow
creates a level playing ﬁeld,
removing the perception
that MAs who do things
correctly are asking for too
much info compared to
others.

Resistance to get to the obvious
answers by brokers. If you
simplify interaction between
CH/MAs/Brokers - horizon
scanning made easier - BUT it
reduces need for placing broker,
so they are reluctant to engage
with these proposals

API driven as
primary option,
allowing for
alternatives to cater
for diﬀering states
of connection

DATA - What business
they're doing where, what,
cost, exposure, limits,
deductibles, premium
income, claims data where and what's causing
them

Security & data
protection who can see
what, where
and when.

Data protection
regulatory
compliance for a
global market needs
to be addressed
upfront.

Challenge to
adoption is to make
it easy for
information to be
provided and only
insist on the data
that is needed.

Has to be section
level focus - not
binder level (ie
down to each
speciﬁc product)

Claims data is
likely to be in
more mature
state to feed into
a centralised pool.

data that is useful
to MAs is not
currently
mandatory for
Claims entry.
Standardisation.

Would be great of CH could
put stuﬀ in central place
that we can access. Doing
it via the broker via email is
HARD and time consuming.
Would b great if there were
a portal.

Broker useful in
determining trends /
market scanning / analysis
of the market - then broke
it to UW and CH - they
should be market experts,
broking and mediating.

Current processes are dated and ineﬃcient
It is diﬃcult for stakeholders to understand
the current status of things and what is
required of them and when.

Information required by stakeholders
is disjointed, held in silos and not easy
to access

A one size ﬁts all approach to Due
Diligence subjects established
Coverholders to the same level of checks
as that of a new market entrant.

Themes

Conducting compliance and underwriting
type activities together as part of the same
activity causes delay.

Understanding, behaviour, processes
and information quality diﬀers across
diﬀerent Stakeholders.

Stakeholders do not always have access
to information when they need it.

Opportunities

SEPERATING LEGAL FROM PRODUCT

REAL-TIME ACCESS TO INFORMATION

RISK BASED CHECKS (HEALTH)

IMPROVED COMMUNICATION

STREAMLINED PROCESSING

DATA IN ONE PLACE

STANDARDISATION

COLLABORATION

digital marketplace
We want to make it easy to trade and transact DA business at Lloyd's
Human-led. Digitally enabled.
human-ﬁrst

integrity

trust

values

quality

If we were to design a solution for the DA Market today,
how would the following be addressed and why?

REALTIME ACCESS TO
INFORMATION

STANDARDISATION

How do we ensure that everybody has
access to the right information at the
right time?

How do we ensure minimum dataset
and information quality standards
across a global market?

DATA IN ONE PLACE

How do we ensure that everybody has
access to the right information?

Would this require
stakeholders to start
providing
information that
they don't currently?

Whatever the solution is,
has to be at least
comparable to other
competitor markets. If
overhead is higher, without
good beneﬁt in return this
will stiﬂe adoption.

Integrating
silos?

repository
to take in
any data

some CH
wants to
control all data
- not
relinquish

Option to
download delta
copies of info set
as backup/alt to
real time

Data
pool?

Stakeholders will
need drivers and
motivations to
adhere to data
standards and
timeliness

Over stating
the standard
can stem the
ﬂow

Give access to all
info, free up
stakeholders to
use how they
deem best for
them.

ALL data
- not just
written

some CH
may not
want to
share data

Bdx stiﬂes
ﬂow of
data

Access
options

Migrate/ETL
or start
again?

Supporting
larger/tech
enabled
Stakeholders

Supporting
smaller, more
manual based
Stakeholders

360 degree
working
relationship

Ability to collab on
data together in real
time and aware of
amends in real time
is the ideal but
incredibly diﬃcult to
achieve

Option to
support
custom info
above baseline
standard?

User
input
data

Need to be
mindful this
doesn't stiﬂe
conversations to
risk assess in UW

Info
needed
to bind?

variations
of data
standard

Base level
standard - look at
other industry
standards - ﬁx banking

Dataset to
support
underwriting

build upon base
level of
standardisation

AXA

Contracting

Too much
input/diﬀerent
requirements
from follow
markets

Role of the
binder
placement
broker slowing
the data ﬂow

DA SATS
rolled out
before being
mandated

Hard market = less
appetite for DA agencies are
consolidating their
book of business - 12
month contracts are
ﬁne in that world.

Fan of
frequent
check-ins - but
process can be
improved.

They have it
nailed - but they
have a lot of
human resource
to ensure this
happens.

Compliance - Lloyd's
hold MAs responsible
for oversight of CHs.
Centraisation sounds
good but don't know
how it works in
practice.

No alignment
between PPL and
DCM for agreement
of Declarations to
both binders and
lineslips

Too much focus
on Accounting &
Settlement data
and not enough
focus on
underwriting data

Xchanging

Have
experimented
using Trello &
Teams

Evergreen contracts - big
fan of it. So much changes
in 12 months - rules and
regs / company takeovers
contracts even 12 months
on have to be changed

Long relationship
with CH partnership. But
some. of them are
not that well know,
risk based approach
all Ch

Don't think 12
monthly contracts
are an issue - good
to have opportunity
to come oﬀ
business.

Centralised
repository gets
full support.
Team at Lloyd's?
Not sure.

MI Reqs too
regimented

Too much time is
wasted by Syndicates
chasing for the same
information (DA Sats
centralising bordereau
data will be great)

Access to
data in PPL
for Lineslip
declaration

UW contract should be
annual / obvious point of
change / review - BUT if can
separate compliance &
governance that means at
annual review there is less
to do.

Shouldn't have to
wait for renewal
to address issues
- should be real
time

Haven't been furnished
with tools to make their
lives easier. They have selfbuilt repositories and
workﬂow to help teams
work together / pass things
between each other

BROKERS - are so useful
and there should always be
a place for them. They are
scared. This is frustrating
for MAs - we want more
direct interaction with CH.

Prior submit - do
the really need
the same level of
scrutiny?
Probably not.

Hard market will only
last a few years though
- but in a challenging
market need the ability
to get out of books of
business that aren't
performing.

inconsistent
appraoch to
conduct data and
delaing with
policyholders

Too many
layers to
complete
the process

The need for
manual checking
by Xchanging.
More
automation/valida
tion needed.

Lloyd's needs to oﬀer
respository and APIs so
we can all access - they
need o make it a USP needs to be more
competitive and more
attractive.

We generally HAVE
to use a placing
broker - so
everything is ﬁltered
through them - can't
speak to CH directly

People are scared
of the scale of
data / don't know
what they can do
with it.

Broker useful recongsing
trends, market
changes for CH,
and pass that to
UW

Opportunity
for central
contract
building

PPL not
conducive to
binders (certainly
less so than open
market)

poor
data
exchange

Poor
administration
skills of DA
employees

Some MAs don't ask
all of the questions
the should be - we
often get told other
MAs dont ask for
this stuﬀ.

Frequent checking
of the contract - 3
months advance
send guidance what
need to be changed
in the contract

Split out
compliance
activities in
the right time

In contracting
Broker shouldn't be
involved, allow CH
to upload/update
info in centralised
system

CH don't want
to be tied to
MAs - but as
Lloyd's it would
be diﬀerent.

Syndicates are
3-5 months
behind in data
analysis

Re-keying
and no
automation

inability to share
data and
payments without
using the bureau

Lloyd's give
the advantage
because of
reach

Axa self built
workﬂow and
depository
tools inhouse

Required to log in
to various
systems with
diﬀerent logins to
transact and
process business

No current
standalone DA
electronic
placement
tool.

Terms of
Trade need
updating

Increased
standardisation of
Risk information
to support better
cross contract
analysis

Leads don't
share analysis
with follows,
who have to do
their own MI

Lack of
technology at
Lloyd's to coordinate
better

Diﬀerent syndicate
requirements in ss 20.1.
Lloyd's mandated clauses
should be consistently
applied (pandemic excl. has
been a disaster of
inconsistency).

Delegated
Data capture DDM is not the
future for DA
data

